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SUMMARY 

An  Iterative procedure  for obtaining the characteristic 

root of largest absolute value  of a positive matrix,   the 

Perron Root,   Is  derived which yields geometric  conver- 

gence. 
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CN AN ITERATIVE PROCEDURE FO*: OBTAI.MING THE PERRON ROOT 

OF A POSITIVE MATRIX 

Richard Bellman 

§1.     Introduction 

The purpose of this paper is to present a new Iterative 

procedure for obtaining the characterlrtlc root of largest abso- 

lute value of a positive ratrlx. 

The origin of the method is as follows.  There Is a result 

of Von Neumann, [?], a generalization of his fundamental mln-max 

theorem in the theory of games, [8], to the effect that 

(1) Mln Max  (x,Ay) m    Max Mln (x,Ay) 
y  x  (x,By)  "  x  y  (x,By) 

where the variation Is over the region defined by 

(2) (a)  x ^ 0, E x « 1, 
1     1-1  1 

R: 
n 

(b)  y, > 0, E y - i, 
1 1-1  i 

and   it  Is  assumed  that  B has  the  property  that   (x,By)   ^ b >  0  for 

all   (x,y) €R. 

It was observed  by Shapl^y,   [6] ,   that   this  result  can  be  ob- 

tained  as  a  by-product   of  the  theory  of  "games  of  survival",   cf   [i] , 

[5],   [6] ,   which  requires   only  the   fundamental  mln-max   theorem,   by 

considering  the  equation   for   A, 
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(3) ^- Min y.ax [ (x,Ay) 4 ^ (l-(x,By)) ], 
y x 

- Max Mln [ (x,Ay) + A(l-(x,By)) ] , 
x  y 

where we Impose the additional assumption the 1 > (x,3y) for all 

(x,y) €Fi.  "his restriction lr of no Importance because of the 

homogeneity of the ratio In (1). 

It Is then eacy to prove that there Is a unique solution of 

O) whlcn may be obtained as the limit of the sequence ^v^ defined 

by 

(4) X    - Kin  Mcx [ (x,Ay) ] - Max Mln [ (x.Ay) ] , 
y  x x  y 

^ , - Mln Max [ (x.Ay) ♦ >  (l-(x,By)) ] , 
y  x 

- Max Mln [ (x.Ay) ♦ An (l-(x,By)) ] . 
x  y 

and that this solution 1? the given also by the common value of 

the ratio in (1). 

This procedure yields a theoretical and computational hold 

on A,  which 1. quite useful.  Furthermore, by means of this 

Ingenious, device we have a means of linearising a number of pro- 

blem, relating ^o ratio.:.  In this paper we shall apply this idea 

to the problem of determining the root of a positive matrix of 

icirgest absolute value, using a variallonal representation for 

this root involving a ratio. 
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(6)    un+1 - T(un,x,y)   . 

where   (x,y)  and   (x,y)  are respectively values where the mln-max 

and max-nln ai'e aösumed  for n and n—1 respectively. 

Hence,  by vlrt-u»  cf  (5) 

^7)    un-».l " T<un'r'y")  > T(uniX,y) 

< T(un,x,y)   , 

and 

(ö)     un = ^(Uj^.x^)       T(un-1,x,y) 

< ^V-l'*'^ 

From thlt: we obtain 

(9^    "n^l^n ^ T<un'x»y) " T(un«i»x'y) 

< T(un,~,y)  -T(un-1,x,y)   , 

which yield: 

1-1 

1-1 

Hence 
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n    - n 

1-1 1-1 

Since x.,  x.^ d > 0,  and y*  > 0,   21 y«   " 1»  w* have 

CD 
and hence geometric convergence of S~ (u .,—u ).  The limit of 

u exists, and must equal p(A).  Observe that thlc 1:: a cltuatlon 

where only the value of a game Is of Interest, If we wl^h only to 

determine p(A).  Consequently, the Iterative procedure of j^] , 

may be of some merit here. 

j6. Monotone Convergence 

If we set 

(1) u0 -Mln Max ^ a^, 

we  see  that  u,   > un and hence  u     ,   > u   ,  which ensure;   monotone 

convergence. 

Similarly,   If we  have 

(2)     a1  < a1J  < a2 

and use   the  Perron roots  of the  associated  matrices  a.   Initial 

approximations,   we  obtain monotone  Increa. Inr  and  monotone  decreasing 

sequence:   respectively. 
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